"Cement kept hanging up in the hopper...

It was a 600-lb load and production had to stop for an employee to bang on the hopper with a sledge hammer to get the material moving. This obviously damaged the hopper and ultimately made the sticking problem worse. We couldn’t consistently clear the scale or get accurate batch sizes, which was a real problem - both from a wasted materials standpoint and from a production quality standpoint. You can imagine how happy we were when our equipment dealer told us that the VIBCO 2P-100 would solve our problem!"

Operations Manager
John Q., Iowa

Model 2P-100
Heavy Duty Electric Vibrator

- 3600 VPM, 1 and 3 Phase
- \( \frac{1}{5} \) HP
- 150 lbs of force
- 63 dB on A-Scale at 1 meter

CLICK HERE FOR ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION

ALTERNATE MODELS

- VS-250 Silent Pneumatic Turbine Vibrator
- 50-1\(\frac{1}{2}\) Pneumatic Flange Mounted Piston Vibrator

Call 800-633-0032 for a FREE 10-Day Product Trial
visit: www.vibco.com    fax: 401-539-2584    e-mail: vibrators@vibco.com